Kazimierz Dolny,12.06.2017
Hi guys,
Today I’m going to talk you about the adventures that our Erasmus+ students have
yesterday and today.
SURPRISE OUTDOOR ACTIVITY
Firstly, kayak. It was quite a surprise for all of them. Yesterday, they were taken by bus to a
starting point in upstream in the Vistula river. They geared up with life jackets, rowings, and
they formed couples.
You could tell participants were very happy as they were playing with the rowings, splashing
water to each other and having lots of laugh. Of course, there were difficulties, the water was
very shallow in some places and some couples got stuck for a while. Boats and big ships were
to be avoided too!
Since the journey was so physically demanding and it lasted for around two hours, at night
when some of the participants were watching a film most of them fell asleep.
Today can be divided it in two parts: the morning session and the afternoon trip around town.
EUROPEAN CITIZENSHIP WORKSHOP
The activity about European citizenship showed to me (ChaKo) that we all are united in our
diversity. It was very controversial, though; participants had strong arguments even for
difficult questions, for example: Should EU-citizens share the same values?
After discussing we made headlines for newspaper that would come out in 10 years from now
and would tell us about changes in EU. Interestingly enough, there were two issues with the
same news about a cancer cure, so I hope it will be implemented soon!
Finally I’ve got my own passports!!! Now I became a citizen of Chicken Republic,
Rzeczpospolita Polska and a member of the Farm Union. Thank you all for another amazing
day of my life in Kazimierz Dolny! Looking forward for new adventures!
SENSATION MAPS
Sometimes we go to places and do things, but… to what extent are we really there? Do we
make sure we make the best out of every experience?
Today the participants had the chance to visit and “feel” Kazimierz Dolny in a different way,
or rather three different ways: Group One had to draw a map of the things worth seeing in our
little town (the castle, the three crosses, the riverside and the tower, for instance).
Group Two was given the task of creating a map of the sounds of K.D. For this, they visited
different areas and they closed their eyes and listened to the sounds of life in the town.
Passerby pedestrians, horses, cars, musicians playing their music, steps, running water,
flapping of wings, all of these were pointed out in their map.

Finally, Group Three designed a map with the different smells you can come across in these
landscapes. That is awesome when you pass by waffe shops or flowers… but horses are
another story!!
Wait to see my new issue tomorrow!
ChaKo

